BARRON'S PAY CAR ROBBED BY AUTO BANDITS

Thirty-Seven Thousand Dollars in Currency Seized by P. N. Lenn and 11 Other Bandits

WORK ON BUSY STREET

Starch Stocks of Money Guards While Hundreds of Machine Operators Are Employed

DRIVE AWAY IN MACHINE

Burdens, Mich., Aug. 4.—Five armed men held up the afternoon traffic today in a holdup amounting to $37,000, according to reports here.

The holdup occurred on a rural road near the town, when a group of bandits, wearing suits and carrying revolvers, stopped the car and demanded the money from the driver.

The holdup lasted only a few minutes, and the bandits escaped in a car they had been seen carrying away earlier in the day.

The amount of money taken is not known, but it is believed to be in the neighborhood of $37,000.

The bandits are said to be expert in their work, and they spared no expense in preparation for the holdup.

The money was taken from the bank in the town and was being transported to the city when the holdup occurred.

The bandits were not seen after the holdup, but it is believed they have taken to the woods and are now at large.